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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a W-type index 

chalcogenide fiber for mid-infrared beyond 10µm. The main 

advantages of the W-type index fiber are the possibility to control 

the chromatic dispersion with a larger possible core area for 

single-mode operation compared to a common step-index fiber 

and to enhance the fiber nonlinearity. Our fiber design consists of 

Ge15Sb15Se70 glass core, Ge20Se80 glass inner cladding and 

Ge20Sb5Se75 glass outer cladding. The optical mode distribution of 

the chalcogenide fiber is numerically calculated by a finite 

element method based on edge element analysis. With 6-µm core 

diameter and 12-µm inner cladding diameter, the proposed fiber 

design exhibits flat anomalous dispersion in the wavelength range 

(4.3-6.5µm) with a peak of about 7ps/(nm·km). Also, it offers a 

high nonlinear coefficient of 0.12 W-1m-1 at a pump wavelength of 

6.3 µm. The simulation results show that our proposed fiber 

design provides a highly coherent Mid-IR SC extending from 3.7 

to 12 µm pumped at low peak pump power of 1kW.  

 
Index Terms—Nonlinear optical materials and devices, 

supercontinuum generation, ultrafast nonlinear optics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

onsiderable efforts have been devoted to the mid-infrared 

(Mid-IR) coherence sources because of the potential 

applications of these sources in spectroscopy, metrology, few-

cycle pulse compression and optical coherence tomography 

[1-3]. One potential enabling technology for a Mid-IR 

coherent light source is to explore the supercontinuum (SC) 

generation in the optical fiber [4]. To achieve a wide Mid-IR 

SC generation, it is more efficient to pump the nonlinear fiber 

in its anomalous dispersion regime. At this regime, the pulse 

spectrum is broadened through soliton effects [5,6] However, 

these solitons are very sensitive to laser noise and produce 

fluctuations in the phase and intensity of the spectrum from 

one pulse to the next that ultimately lead to poor spectral 

coherence. There are two important factors to overcome this 

limitation and achieve high coherence of Mid-IR SC 

generation [7] First, it is necessary to adjust the chromatic 

dispersion to a small absolute value in the Mid-IR region. 

Second, the required nonlinear effects are achieved by using a 
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small effective mode diameter and by employing materials 

with a large third-order nonlinear refractive index (nNL). It is 

worth noting that properties such as the pulse duration and the 

position of the pump wavelength spectral to fiber zero 

dispersion wavelength (ZDW) must be taken into 

consideration. One promising way to achieve these conditions 

is to employ the step-index fiber (SIF) for SC generation [8]. 

This type of fiber possesses the benefit of high optical damage 

threshold, good mechanical robustness and high-power 

handling capacity [9]. However, it is challenging to tailor the 

chromatic dispersion in standard SIF. Additionally, because of 

a big core diameter and loose mode confinement, the 

nonlinearity in a SIF is weaker compared to a microstructured 

optical fiber. 

An alternative approach to control the chromatic dispersion 

is by applying W-type index fiber profile. The advantages of 

such a double-clad fiber are a tight confinement mode, a 

flattened dispersion profile, more flexibility to control the 

locations of the ZDWs than in that SIF, and a higher possible 

V-parameter (V = 3.8) as compared to (2.405) at SIF. This 

large value of the V-parameter enables the enlargement of the 

core diameters whilst maintaining the single mode operation, 

resulting in lower coupling losses [10]. Also, this fiber type 

can be fusion spliced to standard SIF therefore it is suitable for 

an all-fiber system. The investigation of tellurite W-type index 

structure has been already considered for Mid-IR SC (2-5 µm) 

[10-12]. However, this type of fiber remains unexplored for 

chalcogenide based Mid-IR SC. 

The Ge-Sb-Se glass system has been studied for many 

years [13]. This glass exhibits lower vapour pressure and 

better transmission between 10μm to 14μm as compared to the 

Ge-As-Se system. This is because of the Antimony (Sb) 

assists the shifting of the multi-phonon edge to longer 

wavelengths.  In addition, it has relatively large nNL and high 

laser damage threshold of about 3674 GW/cm2 which is more 

than twice times larger compared to As2Se3 glass [14-16]. 

Finite element method (FEM) is the most efficient approach 

to design a waveguide on its 2D cross-section [17]. This 

technique can be used to analyze waveguides with complex 

geometries such as a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [18], a 

nanowire [19] and a double cladding fiber [20]. In this study, 

FEM based edge elements are used to evaluate the properties 

of W-type index fiber, such as the effective index, the 

chromatic dispersion and the effective mode area. Contrary to 

traditional nodal finite elements, the edge elements considered 

here avoid the presence of spurious (non-physical) modes. In 
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addition, edge elements lead to an easy implementation of 

boundary conditions at material interfaces [21,22]. However, 

the required number of floating point operations per conjugate 

gradient operation and the storage requirements in linear edge 

elements are more than twice as expensive to linear nodal 

elements [23]. 

This work investigates the design of a W-type index 

chalcogenide fiber for SC generation. Our fiber design has a 

high nonlinear coefficient, flattened dispersion profile and a 

tight confinement of the mode within the core. In addition, the 

numerical simulations of SC show that our fiber design 

exhibits highly coherence Mid-IR SC extending from 3.7 to 12 

µm when it is pumped with femtosecond laser pulses with 

peak power of 1kW. To the best of our knowledge, this work 

produced the broadest highly coherent Mid-IR SC pumped 

with low peak power.  

II. FEM FORMULATION OF THE FIBER GUIDED MODE 

FEM based edge elements are employed to compute the 

effective index of the proposed W-type fiber. Contrary to 

other finite element methods, the edge elements considered 

here lead to spurious-free solutions and a natural imposition of 

the boundary conditions at material interfaces. We use the 

vector FEM approach that provides immunity from having 

spurious modes. To compute the continuous spectrum of the 

proposed fiber, the structure is enclosed by an electrical wall 

and the vector wave equation is solved using edge finite 

elements. The formulation considered here considers the wave 

equation for the electric (E) field, namely [21] 

2
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where k0 is the free space wave number, εr and μr are the 

permittivity and permeability of the materials in the 

waveguide, respectively. By splitting the electric field into its 

transverse (subscript t) and longitudinal (subscript z) the 

following two decoupled equations are obtained  
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where kz is the propagation constant. The finite element 

discretization leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem that is 

solved to obtain the propagation constant kz or the eigenvalues. 

The effective refractive index neff is obtained by using the 

relation:   
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III. NONLINEAR AND DISPERSION CHARACTERIZATION 

The chromatic dispersion D(λ) is calculated from the effective 

index neff values versus wavelength λ by the following formula 

[22] 
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where c is the velocity of light in vacuum and Re(neff) is the 

real part of fundamental mode effective index. Another 

important parameter is the effective mode area which 

represents the effective area of propagating mode in the W-

type index fiber. The effective mode area equation is given by: 
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Here, E (x,y) is the optical field distribution across the fiber 

cross-section which is evaluated from the FEM solution of eq. 

2 and 3. Then, the integrals are computed over the 

computational domain. The nonlinear parameter can be 

expressed as: 

 1 1 2 NL
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From eq. 7, the nonlinearity coefficient γ can be controlled via 

two factors, nonlinear refractive index (nNL) and Aeff. 

IV. DESIGN OF W-TYPE INDEX CHALCOGENIDE FIBER 

A W-type fiber consists of three different refractive index 

materials. The core has the largest refractive index of the 

three, and the inner cladding index is the lowest. Our proposed 

fiber is composed of core Ge15Sb15Se70 (n1), inner cladding 

Ge20Se80 (n2) and outer cladding Ge20Sb5Se75 (n3) as shown in 

fig. 1, r1 and r2 are the core and inner cladding radius, 

respectively. The wavelength dependent linear refractive 

indices of chalcogenide Ge15Sb15Se70, Ge20Se80 and 

Ge20Sb5Se75 are obtained from [15,24] and shown in fig. 2.  

The V-parameter for the W-type index chalcogenide fiber 

can be written as [8]: 

2 21 1

1 3

2 2r r
V NA n n

 

 
                       (8) 

 
Fig. 1.  Refractive index profile of W-type index chalcogenide fiber. 
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where λ is the wavelength, NA is the numerical aperture, r1 is 

the core radius. The W-type index has a larger core area for 

single-mode operation due to its higher V-parameter (V = 3.8) 

than the conventional SIF. The advantage of a larger possible 

core diameter is the reduction of the coupling losses while still 

operating under single-mode condition. 

However, a smaller effective refractive index of the core 

and inner cladding may lead to a leakage of the mode power 

into the outer cladding and therefore resulting in a catastrophic 

loss for the mode. This effect can be present when the mode 

field radius and the operating wavelength become too large. 

Hence, an effective cutoff wavelength λf exists and occurs at a 

V-parameter [10] of around 1.4. From the above two 

conditions, the operating wavelength must be between λf and 

the single-mode cutoff wavelength (λc), that is, λc < λ < λf.  

In our chalcogenide fiber, we optimize the core diameter to 

achieve the two above conditions in the range of operating 

wavelengths between 4.8 and 12µm. The calculation of V-

parameter using eq. 8 is shown in fig. 3. The results show that 

a suitable core diameter is 6 µm to keep the fiber under the 

single-mode boundary in the chosen range. 

The guiding properties of the designed W-type index fiber 

are analysed by calculating the guided modes using our FEM 

software based on edge elements. We computed the 

propagation constant at the operating wavelength of 6.3 µm 

with a series of three successively refined finite element 

meshes as shown in Table Ⅰ. The element size of each new 

mesh refinement is half of the previous mesh.  The results 

illustrate how the computed value of the propagation constant 

converges as the mesh is refined. In the remaining of the paper 

the value of the propagation constant computed in the second 

mesh is considered as the accuracy provided is considered 

enough for the subsequent calculations. 

  Figure 4 illustrates the chromatic dispersion characteristic 

of our reported fiber structure at 6µm of core diameter and 

different inner cladding diameters. As shown in fig. 4, there 

are two zero dispersion wavelengths (ZDWs) and the first 

ZDWs remain nearly fixed for different inner cladding 

diameters and are located at around 4.3µm. The second ZDWs 

increase with the inner cladding diameter and are located at 

6µm, 6.5µm and 7µm with inner cladding diameter of 9µm, 

12µm and 18µm, respectively.   

 
Fig. 2.  The refractive index for the core, inner and outer cladding versus 
wavelength for synthesized Ge15Sb15Se70, Ge20Se80 and Ge20Sb5Se75 glasses 

[15,24]. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Calculated V-parameter for the W-type index chalcogenide fiber at 

core radiuses 2.5µm, 3µm and 3.5µm with single-mode cutoff-wavelengths 

at λc, and cutoff-wavelengths due to leakage losses at λf. The single-mode 
boundary at V = 3.8 and the leakage boundary at V = 1.4 are marked with 

black dotted lines. 

 

r1=2.5μm
r1=3μm 
r1=3.5μm

 
Fig. 4.  Calculated dispersion profiles versus wavelength for W-type index 
chalcogenide fiber. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Calculated effective area versus wavelength for W-type index 

chalcogenide fiber. 
 

 

TABLE I 
THE COMPUTED PROPAGATION CONSTANT AT THE OPERATING 

WAVELENGTH OF 6.3 µ𝑚 WITH A SERIES OF THREE SUCCESSIVELY REFINED 

FINITE ELEMENT MESHES. 

Number of mesh elements Propagation constant (kz)  

660 2.554193e+06 

2640 2.561344e+06 

10560 2.561348e+06 
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Between these two ZDWs the fiber exhibits a low and flat 

anomalous dispersion. Moreover, this fiber structure shifts 

ZDWs to longer wavelengths. In addition, the calculated 

spectral variation of the effective mode area is shown in fig. 5. 

It is clearly observed that the effective mode area increases 

with the inner cladding diameter. 

Based on the obtained results, we select the inner cladding 

diameter of 12 µm (r2/r1=2), and a pump wavelength of 

6.3µm, which is near the second ZDWs in the anomalous 

dispersion regime. At this pump wavelength, the dispersion is 

D =3.24ps/(nm·km) and the effective area equals 32µm2. 

Typically, the Ge15Sb15Se70 glass offers a high nonlinear 

refractive index of about 10.34m2W−1 at the wavelength of 

1.55 µm [25]. We assume that the nonlinear refractive index 

nNL at 6.3 µm to be about 30% of that value at 1.55 µm as 

suggested in [22] resulting in a nonlinear parameter of about 

0.12 W-1 m-1. This nonlinear parameter is two times higher 

than previously reported step-index fiber [8]. As a result, the 

proposed W-type index chalcogenide structure ensures single-

mode propagation, which improves the nonlinearity, flattened 

anomalous dispersion profile and low losses due to a tight 

confinement of the mode within the core.  

V. SUPERCONTINUUM GENERATION 

The evolution of the SC spectrum can be described by the 

numerical solution to the subsequent generalized nonlinear 

Schrödinger equation (GNLSE) for the output pulse envelope 

A(z,t). The change in the pulse envelope A(z,t) during 

propagation along an optical  fiber can be described by [26]: 
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where α is the transmission loss of the fiber which is equal to 

5dB/m at the pump wavelength of 6.3 μm [15], ω0 is the center 

angular frequency of the pulse, t and z are the time variable 

and the spatial coordinate along the fiber, γ is the nonlinear 

coefficient, βq represents the q–th order dispersion parameter. 

The response function R(t), including both instantaneous 

electronic and delayed Raman contributions, can be expressed 

by: 

       1 R R RR t f t f h t                (10) 

 

Here, δ(t) is the Dirac delta function and fR is the fractional 

contribution of the delayed Raman response function hR(t). 

The Raman response function can be approximately expressed 

as: 
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The parameters 1 and 2 are two adjustable parameters and 

are chosen to provide a good fit to the actual Raman-gain 

spectrum. In our simulations, the hyperbolic secant pulse is 

used as an input pulse which expressed as:  

  2
0, sec seco

o o o

t N t
A t p h h
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where po is the peak pulse power, To =TFWHM/1.763, β2 is the 

group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter, and N is the 

soliton order. 

The modulus of the complex degree of first order coherence 

is calculated over a finite bandwidth at each wavelength in the 

SC as [26,27]:  
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where E1(λ) and E2(λ) are the electric field associated with 

different SC pulse realizations, the angle brackets denote an 

ensemble average. We have performed each simulation with 

different realization of an input shot noise seed of one photon 

per mode with random phase in each spectral discretization 

bin [26]. The input noise amplitude can be expressed as: 

    0 exp 2ppm

span

h
A i

T


                     (14) 

Here, ω is the pulsation, h is the Planck constant, Tspan is the 

temporal window used in our simulations and ϕ(ω) is a 

uniformly distributed random phase in the interval [0,2π]. 

A0ppm (ω) is then inverse Fourier transformed to obtain A0ppm(t) 

which is added to the input field described in eq. 12. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Split-Step Fourier Method is applied to solve the Non-

Linear Schrödinger Equation. The simulations are carried out 

with a hyperbolic secant input pulse of a 330-fs pulse duration 

(FWHM) launched in the W-type index fiber at 6.3 μm. We 

choose the pump wavelength to reduce the impact of O-H 

absorption in the fiber loss. The pulse duration is selected to 

achieve relative high soliton number to enhance the SC 

generation and reduce the required peak pump power. The 

noise is included by adding to the input pulse one random 

phase photon per mode in the frequency domain. To calculate 

the degree of the first-order coherence, we apply the ensemble 

average to the results of 20 simulations of different random 

quantum noise of the input pulses to produce 190 Mid-IR SC 

pairs [7]. 

Firstly, we set the fiber length to 20cm and vary the peak 

pump power. The normalized intensity and degree of the first 

order coherence are drawn in fig. 6,7,8 and 9 for 500W, 1kW, 

2kW and 3kW, respectively. The considered chalcogenide 

material with similar diameter has been experimentally 

demonstrated to tolerated a pump power of 6.5kW without 

damage [15]. We have observed that a highly coherent Mid-IR 

SC occurs in the range between 3.7 to 12 µm at a peak pump 

power of 1kW. For higher peak powers the SC spectrum 

continues broadening at the expenses of losing the coherence.  
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To give more insight on the SC generation process Fig. 10 

and 11 illustrate the simulated spectral and temporal evolution 

in W-type index chalcogenide fiber at a peak pump power of 

1kW. The calculated nonlinear length (LNL = 1∕γP0) is 8.3 × 

10−3 m. The calculated value of the dispersion length (LD = 

T0
2∕β2) is 1.345m. Thus, the value of the soliton order (𝑁 =

√𝐿𝐷 𝐿𝑁𝐿⁄ ) equals to 12.7. It is clearly seen from fig. 10 that 

the intensity spectra broaden with the pump power due to 

increase in the soliton number (N). However, the increase of 

pump power leads to several deep dips in the first-order 

coherence and drop the coherence due to its dependence with 

soliton fission and modulation instability processes [25].  

 

 

The next step of the investigation is to find the dependence 

of the intensity and coherence spectra of the Mid- IR SC with 

respect to the fiber length and the pulse durations. Figure 12 

and 13 show the SC broadening and the coherence spectra for 

different fiber length of 30cm and 50cm. We notice the SC 

broadening is reduced with the fiber length due to the fiber 

loss. Also, the first-order coherence drops with the pump fiber 

length due to fiber dispersion accumulation as suggested in 

[28]. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree of 

the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 
with 500W of peak pump power for a fiber length of 20cm. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree of 
the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 

with 2kW of peak pump power for a fiber length of 20cm. 

 

 
Fig. 9.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree of 

the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 
with 3kW of peak pump power for a fiber length of 20cm. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Simulated spectral evolution in the W-type index fiber when it is 

pumped with 330-fs laser pulses of 1-kW peak power at 6.3µm and a fiber 
length of 20 cm. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree of 

the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 
with 1kW of peak pump power for a fiber length of 20cm. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  Simulated temporal evolution in the W-type index fiber when it is 
pumped with 330-fs laser pulses of 1-kW peak power. 
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Figure 14 and 15 depict the intensity and coherence spectra 

of the Mid-IR SC at different pulse durations. We choose the 

pulse duration at values that we can see a clear effect on the 

coherence spectra and set the peak pump power to 1 kW for 

20-cm fiber length. Despite a comparable intensity in all pulse 

durations is observed, the degree of the first order coherence 

reduces with pulse durations. This is because the effects of 

modulation instability are reduced with shorter pulse duration 

when the pump power and fiber length are fixed.  

In fact, the value of soliton number in the anomalous 

regime should be less than the condition value (N<<16) to 

ensure a high level of SC coherence [29]. From the 

simulations, the increase in pulse duration over 330fs and/or 

the peak pump power over 1kW degrades the pulse temporal 

coherence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a design of a W-type index chalcogenide 

fiber for Mid-IR SC beyond 10µm. Our fiber design consists 

of Ge15Sb15Se70 glass core, Ge20Se80 glass inner cladding and 

Ge20Sb5Se75 glass outer cladding. The optical mode 

distribution of the chalcogenide fiber is simulated by a finite 

element method based on edge elements. With 6-µm core 

diameter and 12-µm inner cladding diameter, the proposed 

fiber design exhibits flat anomalous dispersion in the 

wavelength range (4.3-6.5µm) with a peak of about 

7ps/(nm·km). The position of the second ZDW can be easily 

and precisely controlled by the inner cladding size. The larger 

the inner cladding diameter, the longer will be the zero-

dispersion wavelength. However, the increase of the inner 

cladding diameter leads also to an increase of the effective 

mode area and therefore a smaller fiber nonlinear coefficient. 

The proposed design is more suitable for a pump wavelength 

at 6.3µm which is located between two ZDWs and it exhibits a 

low anomalous dispersion. 

The simulation results show that our proposed fiber design 

provides a highly coherent Mid-IR SC extending from 3.7 to 

12 µm pumped at 1kW. To the best of our knowledge, this 

work proposes the broadest highly coherent Mid-IR SC under 

a low peak pump power. The value of soliton number in the 

anomalous regime should be less than the condition value 

(N<<16) to ensure a high level of SC coherence. 

 
Fig. 13.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree 
of the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 

with 50cm of fiber lengths for a peak pump power of 1kW. 

 

 
Fig. 15.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree 

of the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 

with pulse duration 564fs (FWHM) for a pump power of 1kW and a fiber 
length of 20cm.  

 

 
Fig. 14.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree 

of the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 
with pulse durations of 387.8fs (FWHM) for a pump power of 1kW and a 

fiber length of 20cm. 

 

 
Fig. 12.  Normalized intensity (blue and dashed curve, left axis) and degree 
of the first-order coherence (red curve, right axis) in the W-type index fiber 

with 30cm of fiber lengths for a peak pump power of 1kW. 
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 The proposed broadband SC source is highly applicable in 

spectroscopy, metrology and optical coherence tomography. 
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